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PRESS RELEASE 

Gdánsk, 19 May 2011 Ref: CRPMCOM110035 

CPMR IN GDANSK FOR THE MARITIME DAYS 
 
The CPMR played an active part in the European Maritime Days, which took place in Gdánsk, Poland on 19 
and 20 May 2011. 
 
Jean-Yves Le Drian, leader of Brittany Region (FR) and President of the Conference of Peripheral Maritime 
Regions (CPMR) made an address in plenary, alongside Commissioners Maria Damanaki and Siim Kallas, 
during the session on “Making maritime careers attractive: education, training and working conditions”. 
 
Mobility between maritime professions and the creation of new jobs in the sector formed the core message of 
his speech which focused, among other things, on concrete examples to enhance maritime professions. “We 
need to act to bring about changes to the working environment and professional contexts. There is therefore some real 
work to be done by professional branches and those involved in social dialogue in order to change the reality of these 
occupations: improving working conditions, improving safety, better guarantees for taking on trainees and 
apprentices... but Europe also has a major card to play in the social maritime agenda: monitoring the implementation of 
the maritime labour convention for example, as suggested by the Commission, would constitute a fundamental measure, 
stated Jean-Yves Le Drian. 
 
Eleni Marianou, Secretary General of the CPMR, spoke in the session on sea basins. “The CPMR is the only 
organisation sub-divided into sea basins and we are delighted that the Commission has adopted our approach for the 
Integrated Maritime Policy”. In her speech, Eleni Marianou also asked the EU to move into “a new stage in the 
Integrated Maritime Policy to foster the shipping industry in relation with the LeaderSHIP 2015 
Programme”. 
 
For the Geographical Commissions, Marjatta VEHKAOJA, Member of the Board of the Regional Council of 
Ostrobothnia (FI) and representing the CPMR’s Baltic Sea Commission, made a presentation in favour of 
Maritime Spatial Planning and Integrated Coastal Zone Management in line with the Baltic Strategy. 
 
The Gdánsk Maritime Days gave the CPMR the chance to illustrate the Vasco da Gama project led by a 
group of 10 regions and for which a funding application has been made under Interreg 4C: “Attractiveness, 
Mobility and New Maritime Professions are the main lines of this programme that will no doubt give a high profile to 
the maritime sector and incite young and older people alike to take an interest in it,” concluded President Le Drian. 
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